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// introduction 
The process of submitting your writing to literary journals, magazines, and contests can seem              

daunting. However, with a little research and a plan, it doesn’t have to be. This handout and our                  

discussion will focus on discovering the best homes for your work, crafting cover letters, keeping               

track of submissions, the benefits of social media, and coping mechanisms for those inevitable              

(though dreaded) rejection letters. 

 

// lit mag terminology  

New to submitting to literary magazines, journals, and contests? Here are some important terms              

to be familiar with as you begin the process. 

● masthead: list of editors, assistant editors, and (sometimes) first readers. 

● guidelines: a magazine, journal, or contest’s set of unique specifications regarding            

content, word count, manuscript formatting, submission timing, and more. 

● cover letter: a letter the submitter includes with their submission that typically includes               

the title, word count, and simultaneous submission status of the piece(s) being            

submitted. 

● bio: a brief overview, typically written in third person, of who the writer is, where their                 

work has previously been published, and which awards they have won or for which they               

have been nominated. 

● simultaneous submission: a single piece of writing that a writer submits to multiple               

magazines/journals/contests at the same time (some mags/journals/contests do not         

allow “sim subs,” so always check the guidelines for this). 

● slush pile: all the submitted (AKA: non-solicited) writing received by a mag/journal. 
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● reader: as with The Louisville Review, many lit mags/journals/contests count on            

volunteer readers or assistant editors to make the first decisions about submissions            

received in the magazine’s “slush pile.” 

● tiered rejections: most magazines and journals send rejection letters/emails based on a              

tiered system—the tiers tend to be form rejection, positive rejection, and personal            

rejection, though positive and personal rejections are not always very different from one             

another.  

○ form rejection: typically something like,“Thank you for submitting to Journal           

Name. Unfortunately, this piece is not a fit at this time. We wish you the best                

placing it elsewhere.” 

○ positive rejection: typically something like, “Thank you for submitting to Journal             

Name. While this piece is unfortunately not a fit at this time, we hope you will                

submit more work to us in the future.” 

○ personal rejection: typically a letter written in a less formal, more direct tone,               

sometimes including some degree of feedback, like, “Thank you for submitting to            

Journal Name. While this piece is not a perfect fit at this time, I admired the                

[voice/style/narrative/etc.]. I think it could benefit from [a little of this/a little            

of that]. I hope you have success placing the piece elsewhere and that you will               

consider submitting more work to Journal Name in the future.” 

// preparing submissions 

● revision & proofreading 

○ Before we can discuss the submissions process, we must talk about polishing            

work for publication. It’s generally true that a stray typo or two won’t cause              

journal editors to reject pieces they love, but submitters of messy, unrevised work             

will likely struggle to receive acceptances.  

○ Writers can do much of this important work on their own, but we can’t stress               

enough how helpful it can be to engage with friends or family members who are               

willing and able to act as trusted first readers of your work. A fresh set of eyes can                  

help spot typos, writerly quirks, and other issues that make a piece feel unready              

for publication, but which a writer may have trouble seeing in their own work. 

○ Here at Spalding, you’re in one of the best possible environments for finding and              

building a relationship with a trusted first reader. Taking advantage of that            

opportunity could make a huge difference in your publication success and the            

success of your fellow writers. 

● manuscript formatting & journal-specific guidelines 
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○ It’s generally a good idea for prose writers to submit work in Times New Roman,               

12pt, double spaced, 1” margins, page numbers, name and email in top left             

corner. Think SCE formatting.  

○ Poetry editors typically ask submitters to follow similar formatting, except that           

many journals prefer for poetry to be single-spaced.  

○ That said, some magazines have different formatting guidelines altogether.         

Writers should always check a journal’s website carefully for this information. 

○ It’s also important to note that some mags and journals ask writers to include              

their name and email address in the top left corner on the first page of a                

submission, but some venues read submissions “blind,” which means that the           

editors do not want any identifying information on the file containing submitted            

work, whether in the body of the file or in the file name itself. Always check a                 

journal’s site carefully for this information as well. 

○ It is imperative that submitters read and follow each magazine/journal/contest’s          

submission guidelines. One of the biggest pet peeves of editors everywhere is            

receiving submissions from writers who clearly haven’t read the guidelines (most           

common mistakes: missing the mark on word count requirements, incorrect          

formatting, submitting outside a mag/journal/contest’s reading period,       

submitting poetry to a prose-only journal, submitting genre writing to a magazine            

that specifies that they don’t accept genre pieces, and more). It can seem             

daunting to keep track of all this information, though, which is why many writers              

keep a spreadsheet with pertinent guideline information, editors’ names, and          

submission periods for each journal they hope to submit to. 

○ The bottom line on submitting properly: follow the guidelines. Read them,           

know them, follow them. Every single time, for every submission. Always.  

● cover letters 

○ Cover letters are not the same as article pitches or agent queries. When             

submitting to literary magazines and journals, it’s best to keep cover letters            

simple and concise. Allow  the submitted work to speak for itself. 

○ Here’s the information you should typically include, in this order: 

■ Salutation. Address letters directly to the genre editor(s) listed on the           

literary magazine’s masthead. You can also address letters “Dear Fiction          

Editor” or “Dear Poetry Editor” or “Dear Nonfiction Editor,” but using           

editors’ names shows that you took care with your submission. There is            

much debate about using first-names only versus using first and last           

names, but it usually doesn’t hurt to err on the side of formality. 
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● Optional: If the magazine has first readers/assistant editors, you         

can add the phrase “and readers” or “and assistant editors” after           

the editors name(s). 

● Advice: Don’t assume editors’ preferred pronouns--address letters       

either using first-names only or first-and-last names, but avoid         

“Mrs. EditorName” or “Mr. EditorName.” 

■ Title(s).  

■ Word count(s).  

● Note: poetry editors rarely ask for this, but it’s always a good idea             

to check the guidelines! 

■ Simultaneous submission status. Always mention if you’re sending        

the same piece(s) to multiple mags. 

■ Optional: If you’re a big fan or long-time reader/subscriberof the          

journal, don’t hesitate to mention it. Just do it quickly. 

■ Gratitude. It’s always nice to—quickly and simply—thank the editors         

and readers for their time and/or consideration. 

■ Sign-off. A simple “Sincerely” should suffice. 

■ Brief bio. If the magazine’s guidelines specify including a 3rd-person bio           

with your cover letter, add this after your letter’s sign-off. When           

submitting through Submittable, there is usually a separate field for the           

writer’s bio. See below for more detailed information on bio formatting           

and content. 

● If guidelines do not specify including a separate bio, you can           

include the most pertinent information within the body of the          

letter, but it’s a good idea to keep this part even briefer than your              

typical bio. 

■ So, what might this all look like? 

● Dear [Editor Name] and fiction readers, 

I’m submitting my short story, “Cool Story Title” (1,700 words),          

for your consideration. This is a simultaneous submission, which         

I will withdraw immediately if it is accepted elsewhere.  

Thanks so much for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Writer Name 
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[Insert bio here] 

○ Some advice from others: 

■ kittywumpus.net/blog/2012/11/29/your-cover-letter-a-basic-template/ 

● writer bios 

○ Don’t go overboard on length here. This bio will be included at the end of your                

piece if it is accepted and published, so keep in mind that readers will see it.                

While it’s always fine to inject your own style into your bio, do try to keep it as                  

concise as possible. If you have 100 publications to your name, try listing no more               

than five of them. If you have a website or use social media, it’s usually fine to list                  

these briefly at the end of your bio.  

○ Here’s an example of a simple bio: 

■ “[Writer Name]’s [fiction/poetry/nonfiction] has appeared in [3-5       

publications]. [His/Her/Their] work has won/been nominated for [1-3        

awards/nominations].” 

○ A slightly more detailed bio: 

■ “[Writer Name] is a [job/volunteer gig/personal description] in [City         

and/or State]. [His/Her/Their] work has appeared in [3-5 publications]         

and has won/been nominated for [1-3 awards/nominations]. Find        

[FirstName] online at [author website url] [and/or] on        

[Twitter/Instagram/etc.] [@yourhandle]. 

// resources  

Given how many literary magazines and journals are out in the world--each with its own               

aesthetic, history, and editorial preferences—it can seem daunting to start looking for places to              

submit.  

The best advice we can give for those just starting to submit their writing is to read broadly. If a                    

writer hopes to be published in literary magazines and journals, their first step toward that goal                

should always be to read as many of these publications as possible. This step doesn’t have to                 

require subscribing to 20 print journals, though. There are so many well-respected online lit              

mags out there, and many print journals publish pieces (or whole issues) online as well, which                

means that a lot of preparatory reading can be done free of charge. Many print journals also                 

offer back issues (even recent ones) at sharp discounts. And don’t forget that libraries may also                

be an option!  

Of course, it’s always a good idea to support the journals you love by subscribing or buying                 

single issues when you can, but we recognize that these costs can add up quickly, so we advocate                  

for the free options that are available.  
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Knowing the style and substance of the work a specific magazine or journal tends to publish can                 

help weed out publications for which your work might not naturally be a good fit. Just as you                  

wouldn’t intentionally submit sci-fi to a historical fiction publication, you also shouldn’t submit             

long prose pieces to a flash fiction publication, or creative nonfiction to a poetry journal. Often,                

though, the reasons a publication isn’t a natural fit for a certain piece boils down to subtle                 

matters of style.  

But no matter the nuance, it’s simply the best practice to read and get to know a lit mag before                    

adding it to your list for potential submissions. Not only can it help you find journals you truly                  

admire and hope to be published in, but it’s also courteous to the editors and first readers who                  

work on these magazines, many of whom do their editorial work on a volunteer basis. There’s no                 

need to waste your own time or an editor’s by sending work to a journal that doesn’t publish                  

what you’ve submitted. 

So, where does one even begin to discover lit mags that might be a good home for one’s work?                   

The following resources should help! 

● thereviewreview.net  

○ From the About section of the site: “Here, writers can get a deeper sense of the                

journals by reading reviews of the latest issues. This is not intended as a              

substitute for the actual journals, but merely a way to guide writers toward the              

journals that most interest them.” 

○ Searchable database of lit mags and journals, with detailed search filtering           

options such as format (print/online), form/genre, payment, submission        

response time, reading fee, open reading period, etc.  

○ Interviews with editors, in which they discuss style preferences, goals for their            

journal, and more. This kind of information is always great to have, but it’s              

particularly helpful in the case of print journals. 

○ Short, blog-style articles about submissions, editorial preferences, and much         

more.  

■ Here’s a collection of The Review Review’s submissions advice blog posts:           

thereviewreview.net/publishing-tips/list?category=559 

● newpages.com 

○ From the FAQ section of the site: “News, information and guides to literary             

magazines, independent publishers, creative writing programs, independent       

bookstores, alternative periodicals and newsweeklies, writing conferences and        

events, and more.” 

○ Informative blog posts, reviews of whole issues of literary magazines and           

journals, “The Big List of Lit Mags” (a database searchable by format and genre),              

book reviews, a database of independent publishers and university presses,          
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writers resources (submission calls, contests, writer conferences), bookstores        

organized by state, plus the NewPages Digital eLitPak (a handy PDF of fliers for              

lit mags, writing programs, conferences and events, independent publishers, calls          

for submissions, contests, application deadlines, and more). 

■ Most recent NewPages Digital eLitPak URL: bit.ly/nwpgs1904elitpak  

● poets & writers (pw.org) 

○ Classic source of information about writing contests, literary mags/journals,         

agents, grants, and more. 

● awpwriter.org 

○ A great resource for all things writing. Visit the site’s Community & Calendar             

section to see upcoming contest deadlines and submission calls on the “Writer’s            

Calendar” (awpwriter.org/community_calendar/writers_calendar). 

● duotrope.com  

○ A subscription service that runs about $5/month, this site is quite possibly the             

best way to research publicationsn, mainly due to its extremely precise and            

customizable search options (search by genre, subgenre, style, audience, topic,          

subtopic, length, word count, minimum payment, publication medium,        

submission response time, and so much more).  

○ Duotrope is also a tool for keeping track of submissions. Writers can label             

submissions using most of the search options above, track which magazines each            

submission has gone to, track the response time, type of response, and more.  

○ As users track these statistics, site gathers information on these metrics for each             

magazine, so that when searching for magazines, one can see a magazine’s            

average reported response time, the percentage of pieces they accept vs. rejected,            

etc.  

○ Duotrope’s numbers are not perfect—the site relies on writers entering          

information (anonymously!) to build these statistics, and not all submitters use           

the site, so metrics like response time and acceptance/rejection ratios should be            

read as ballpark estimates. Still, estimates of these numbers can be helpful in             

deciding where to submit and when. 

● submittable.com 

○ The submission manager most commonly used by lit mags and journals. Some            

venues accept submissions by email or through a standalone submission          

management program (for example: The Louisville Review’s submission        

manager). 
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○ Submittable is not just the most common way to submit writing—it’s also a good              

place to search for current submission calls and contests, keep track of one’s own              

submissions, and receive notifications when editors respond to submissions. 

○ Submittable also offers a free app on iOS and Android. The app doesn’t have the               

full functionality of the site, but it does offer search options and it will notify you                

directly of acceptances (and rejections…). 

● twitter 

○ No, seriously. So many literary magazines and journals, along with their editors,            

are active on Twitter. The literary community there is vibrant and engaging.  

○ Twitter isn’t for everyone—we get that. But it’s for sure worth a look! 

○ Many lit mags also have accounts on Facebook and Instagram, but Twitter is             

where the most writers/editors/mags are on a daily basis. 

● rejectionwiki.com 

○ A collection of example rejection letters from hundreds of literary magazine,           

organized alphabetically by journal title. Depressing, we know. But also helpful           

when preparing to begin submitting.  

○ If nothing else, it’s a good resource for new submitters. You’re almost guaranteed             

to receive a rejection at some point—why not check out what that can look like? 

○ The site can be slightly confusing to navigate, so here’s a direct URL to an               

alphabetical list of all mags/journals with entries: bit.ly/rejectionwiki 

● anthologies 

○ If you read a piece you love in an anthology, or a piece that reminds you of your                  

own work, check out the mag/journal where it was originally published.           

Particularly in the Best American and Pushcart anthologies, work will largely           

come from higher-tier print journals.  

■ Best American series (Best American Short Stories, Poetry, Essays, etc.) 

■ Pushcart Prize Best of the Small Presses Anthology 

■ A few newer fiction-focused anthologies that are also worth noting: PEN           

America Best Debut Short Stories, Best New Poets, Best Small Fictions,           

Best of the Net, Best Microfiction.  

 

// determining a journal or magazine’s quality  

● The New Yorker, The Atlantic, The Paris Review—these journals have long been            

considered gold standards of literary magazines. But how can a writer determine the             
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quality of smaller, newer venues? This kind of determination is largely subjective, but             

here are some practical criteria to consider when deciding where to submit: 

○ How many subscribers does a print journal have? Find this info at            

thereviewreview.net for many print mags. 

○ How long has the mag/journal been publishing?  

○ Have stories/poems/essays from the journal been included in anthologies like          

Best American, Pushcart, Best of the Net, Best New Poets, Best Small Fictions,             

etc.? 

■ If not, that’s okay. Another mark of seriousness: the mag/journal          

routinely nominates work it has published for awards and anthologies.          

There are usually lists within anthologies of the magazines and journals           

that nominated work.  

○ Do you love the work you see on the mag/journal’s pages? This should count for a                

lot.  

■ Some people might disagree with us on some of these criteria—for           

instance, some writers might consider non-paying venues to be low          

quality, some might only suggest print publication, etc.—but there are so           

many fantastic mags out there publishing the freshest voices that deserve           

writers’ attention.  

 

// contests vs. regular submissions 
Writers new to submitting often grab a copy of Poets & Writers, flip to the contest listings, and                  

assume that’s the best way to get started. We both began submitting by entering contests. While                

there’s nothing wrong with trying this approach, it’s important to know that it isn’t the only way                 

to enter into the publication realm.  

After each of us got over that initial contest-submissions-only phase, we began to discover how               

big the literary magazine world is—from the most famous, longest-running print journals to the              

smaller, often online-only, literary magazines that are publishing fantastic writing. Note: online            

lit mags rarely charge fees for submissions, which can make it easier to send out a few stories or                   

poems or essays to a lot of mags without breaking the bank.  

That said, contests can be a wonderful way to get one’s work out in the literary world. Writers                  

are often divided in their feelings about contests, so we asked Literary Twitter to share their                

opinions with us. The general consensus was that many writers decide to submit to just a few                 

contests each year and limit submissions to contests that charge $10 or less to enter OR contests                 

that accept a subscription to the journal as entry fee. 
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We wanted to hear how other writers feel about contests, so we tweeted out a question. To read                  

the original tweet and the replies, click here. 

 

// strategies  

So, you’ve got tabs open on your browser and you’re ready to search Duotrope, The Review                

Review, NewPages, etc. for lit mags and journals. Where to begin? Consider aiming for a               

specific parameter. Do you want to focus on submitting to online venues? Or just the top 25-50                 

print journals? This will narrow your initial search immediately.  

● the spirited submitter 

○ Kellie writes five new stories and sends each story to ten magazines and journals              

at a time. While she waits for responses, she starts writing new stories. She aims               

This strategy has garnered ten publications in the past year and five            

award/anthology nominations for stories published in 2018. Clearly, Kellie’s         

spirited method is a great way to end up with a high volume of acceptances each                

year. This strategy works well for writers who write a lot or have a lot of work                 

ready to be submitted at once.  

● the meticulous submitter 

○ Annie tends to spend a lot of time reading journals, following them and their              

editors on social media, and compiling detailed spreadsheets with submitting info           

for each magazine. When she feels she has a piece that might work for a specific                

magazine or two, she sends it out. This method has garnered eight publications             

(fiction and poetry) in the past year and six award/anthology nominations for            

pieces published in 2018. While this slow-paced method is not for everyone, it’s a              

reasonable strategy for writers who write at a slower pace or who don’t have a big                

backlog of pieces ready to send out.  

● your own submission style  

○ The key to enjoying the submissions process is creating your own strategy—the            

pace and method that works best for you.  

● deciding where & how to submit 

○ Above all else, it’s a good idea never to submit work to a journal or magazine in                 

which you wouldn’t be proud to see your work published. This can’t be             

overstated. It’s important to do your due diligence to understand whether           

magazine or journal aligns with your values and how you want yourself and your              

work represented in the literary community. 

○ Helpful articles: 
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■ https://www.janefriedman.com/submissions-literary-journals/ 

■ http://www.thereviewreview.net/publishing-tips/8-reasons-your-submis

sion-strategy-sucks-a-1 

■ https://wordsintoprint.wordpress.com/create-a-tiered-list-of-journals-an

d-magazines/ 

■ http://www.thereviewreview.net/publishing-tips/dont-forget-basics-mai

ntaining-healthy-submi 
 

// advice from editors 
● Southeast Review interviews editors at The Offing, Colorado Review, Foglifter, and           

CHEAP POP: bit.ly/EditorsRoundTable 

● Interviews with editors at Split Lip Magazine, Midwestern Gothic, Hobart, and The            

Round Table Literary Journal: sararauch.com/the-art-of-landing/  

● Split Lip Magazine interview series with editors at Synaesthesia Magazine, Third Point            

Press, CHEAP POP, Southeast Review, Midwestern Gothic, Hypertrophic Lit, and          

Barrelhouse: bit.ly/RealWorldEditors  

● We also reached out to the editors we know on          

Twitter to hear their thoughts on what a good         

submissions lecture should include. You can read       

our tweets and all the responses at these links:         

http://bit.ly/annietweet / bit.ly/kellietweet1 /    

bit.ly/annietweet3. A few highlights of the many       

responses we received: 

○ “Remembering to read and follow the      

guidelines!!” —Becky Robison, Social Media Editor for Split Lip Magazine  

○ “Finding a writing/submitting balance that works for you; not hustling more to            

submit than you do to write.” —Lauren Dostal, Fiction Reader for Outlook            

Springs 

○ “Social media! Useful for determining the professionalism of a lit mag + also             

remembering that your social media presence is public and therefore editors can            

see it (which could be good and bad).” —Kaitlyn Andrews-Rice, Editor-in-Chief           

for Split Lip Magazine 

○ “Pet peeves about cover letters? Not really any honestly, although don't tell us             

what the story is about! Accidentally addressing it to another magazine make me             

laugh, (we are writers and artists too!) but for other magazines it is the kiss of                

death, so be aware of that.” —Typehouse Magazine 
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○ “What do we look for in cover letters? Really they don't matter all that much,               

although saying hi is nice. One thing that is important is as we look for diverse                

voices, mentioning your connection to the voice of the story in some way helps us               

to know the voice is authentic.” —Typehouse Magazine 

// you’ve submitted—now what?  

● be patient  

○ Give the journal’s readers and editors time to read and respond to your work.              

Keep in mind that many magazine and journal editors work on a volunteer basis.              

They’re often writers themselves who also have families, jobs, lives. Most journals            

include in their guidelines a rough response time estimate (such as two to four              

weeks, or six to 12 months), and many include a “do not query before” time frame                

as well. Do not contact the journal asking about your submission’s status unless             

you have waited well past the estimated response time or “do not query before”              

time. It may be tempting, but pestering editors who may simply not have gotten              

to a submission won’t endear a writer to those editors. 

● acceptance 

○ An acceptance will typically come in the form of an email (via Submittable, the              

journal’s own submission manager, or directly from the editors). Generally          

acceptances include information about publication date, a request for your formal           

consent to publish the work, any payment info and, in the case of many print               

journals, there may be a simple contract attached for you to sign and return. Be               

gracious in your response! 

● rejection 

○ Unfortunately, rejection is typically the most frequent response. How a writer           

handles that can be incredibly important to the entire process of submitting. 

○ Keep in mind that rejection of a piece does not mean one should give up. Some                

rejections are based on internal criteria at the journal that writers simply can’t             

know—perhaps the editors have already accepted a piece that in some way            

resembles the piece they’ve now rejected, or perhaps the issue for which the piece              

was submitted happened to be full by the time they received the piece, or perhaps               

an editor read a piece recently published at another magazine that they think is              

too similar to the piece they’re now rejecting. Of course, rejection can be based on               

style, substance, etc., but that does not mean a writer should take rejections to              

heart. 

○ That said, it can be hard to receive rejections. Some writers handle the sting by               

immediately submitting the piece to another journal or magazine. Some writers           

give themselves a couple days to feel disappointed before moving on. Some            
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writers, after receiving a certain number of form rejections (five to ten, for             

example), will give themselves time to revise the piece again before submitting to             

a new set of magazines. 

○ What one should never do is respond angrily to a rejection. Editors receive all              

kinds of angry responses to rejections, and they don’t forget when writer has done              

this.  

○ Best practice: don’t respond to a form rejection. Ever. If an editor takes the time               

to offer feedback with your rejection, it’s generally acceptable to respond with            

gratitude, but always keep the response short and don’t expect a further response             

from the editor. 

○ When an editor says they would like you to submit work again, believe them and               

follow through. Editors do not say this unless they mean it, so don’t lose              

opportunities to publish with a journal or magazine you love just because you             

haven’t received an acceptance yet. 

 

// conclusion 
● Follow the guidelines! 

● Read magazines and journals before submitting. 

● Revise and proofread. 

● Submit often. 

● Simultaneous submissions are your friend! 

● Be patient and don’t respond to rejections. 

● Follow. The. Guidelines. 
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